
GLASS SHIELD is a 4 or 6 mil thick an�-graffi� abatement film designed to be a clear undetectable sacrificial 

coa�ng on glass. This film is thick enough to protect the glass substrate from mild to extensive damage. Once 

damaged by vandals in the form of scratching or carving, it can simply be removed and replaced in moments giving 

your glass a “new like” appearance. If vandalism is done in the form of paint or acid, thanks to our hard coa�ng, it 

will appear in the form of harmless droplets which can easily be wiped off with soap and water. For your 

convenience, Glass Shield comes in mul�ple versions, op�cally clear, an�-glare or infrared rejec�ng. And now, with 

prin�ng services added by Graffi� Shield, you have an ability to turn your windows into a canvas for adver�sing. 

METAL SHIELD is a thick an�-graffi� abatement and obscuring film to be applied on exis�ng metal surfaces to 

replicate the original surface appearance. It is available in Stainless Steel (6 mil) and Brushed Aluminum (6.5 mil) 

finishes. This film is thick enough to protect the substrate from normal damage if it was to be vandalized again 

and or cover up exis�ng damage while making the surface look new and factory finished. Our adhesive is designed 

to bond just strong enough as to not be removed by the general public, but to be easily removed by a trained 

technician without leaving any adhesive transfer on the metal surface. With safety messages and all indicators 

printed right on the material the final look is neat and clean. 

MIRROR SHIELD is a 5 mil thick opaque mirror film that covers an exis�ng graffi� and corrosion on your 

mirrors. When a mirror is re-vandalized it will only be the protec�ve film that’s destroyed. Therefore, Mirror 

Shield is a green alterna�ve to replacing the actual mirror, but the real magic starts when you add prin�ng on the 

mirrored surface. Adver�sers are spending millions to gain just a few seconds of a5en�on on a TV, but in this case 

you already have a couple of minutes of a5en�on while customers occupy the bathroom. Like all our other 

products, Mirror Shield is acid resistant with an advanced adhesive system so that it couldn’t be pulled off by the 

general public, but by a trained technician or staff without leaving any adhesive residue behind. 

CUSTOM SHIELD is the patent pending product line designed for a specific substrate and will mimic an original 

surface look while giving it all the benefits of an an�-graffi� film. The materials can be used in many different are-

as and applied to many different substrates. Custom Shield is made in small and large batches to fit your unique 

needs. Custom Shield can be customized according your needs.. The films can be sold by the roll or precut on our 

CNC machines. Either way, we’ve got you covered. 

ULTIMATE ANTI-GRAFFITI AND SURFACE PROTECTION SOLUTIONS  

PRECUT SYSTEM ensures that you will get a fast, reliable and efficient service that won’t cost you the same as whole replacement. All precut 

pieces are carefully measured, designed in CAD, catalogued in our database and cut on our custom CNC machines with .001 tolerance to fit any 

panels perfectly every �me you need it. We also have the op�on to engrave part numbers for easy reference to pa5erns. Our unique system and 

na�onwide dealers network allows us to cooperate with any size companies without necessity to order hundreds of pieces at a �me. 

Graffiti Shield, Inc. 

2940 E. La Palma Ave Suite D 

Anaheim, CA 92806 

www.graffi�-shield.com  


